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らである（Argote and Ingram, 2000 ; Singh, 200₅）。技術移転における人材移動の必要性（Almeida and 
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Factors facilitating technology reuse
- An estimation from patent citation data-
Atsushi Inuzuka
Based on the classiﬁcation of patent citations within the same ﬁrm as the reuse of actualized technologies and 
one of buried technologies, this paper exploratory examined the conditions which facilitate technology reuse. 
The results implied that actualized technologies were not so incremental. Also, from an exploratory analysis 
to ﬁnd the factors for valuing the reused technologies, the author conﬁrmed some differences with the results 
between the case of actualized technology and one of buried technology, however, the same inventors on citing 
and cited patents had no signiﬁcant contribution to these values.
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